Tallon Elite Socket gets Lowrance connectivity

Tallon Systems has revealed the latest update of the Elite Socket, which now incorporates connectivity for Lowrance marine electronics.

The launch of the newest Elite Socket announces a partnership between Tallon Systems and Lowrance. The result allowing for seamlessly connectivity with the Lowrance Elite fishfinder and chartplotter/fishfinder systems, and the Lowrance Mark fishfinder units.

Easy to wire to a Lowrance transducer and including a standard 12V power socket, the Tallon Elite Socket can be installed virtually anywhere on a boat or kayak. Boaters simply attach their Lowrance Mark or Elite Series units to RAM mounts and plug them in to the flush Tallon Elite Socket.

Whether the user is fishing from a kayak, dinghy, a centre console or a bass boat, the Elite Socket with Lowrance connectivity is designed for a wide variety of open boat users who desire easy relocation or removal of their Lowrance Mark & Elite Series fish finders for either practicality or security purposes.

“This new Tallon Elite Socket is going to be ideal for the bass boat fisherman, as they can now move a single Lowrance fish finder with them around the boat, rather than having to install multiple fix mounted units throughout, saving on cost and space,” said Mike Burns of Tallon USA.

“Fisherman can quickly plug in their Lowrance unit to where they need it, no matter where on the boat that is, and it also means there will no longer be any loose cables or ugly permanent mounts cluttering the boat, a feature that will make the product very attractive to the Kayak market as well.”

"We are very pleased to offer our Lowrance Mark and Elite series customers enhanced form and function with this exciting new mounting solution," said Louis Chemi, COO, Navico Americas.

"The results of our close collaboration with Tallon demonstrate our commitment to continued innovation in each and every segment of the boating market."
When the Lowrance units aren’t needed there are hundreds of Tallon and RAM accessories to take their place - from simple hooks to drink and rod holders to a wide range of powered attachments or the latest iPad mount. Just plug in the required accessories and change them out to get the most out of your boat.

The release of the Lowrance Elite Socket is a continuation of Tallon Systems award-winning Tallon Socket, and was recently released with the addition of USB and power connections (12 volt) for electronic marine instruments - providing every connection you need.